Immigration Team
Synod Assembly Report
Over the last year the Immigration Team has met on Zoom. We were fortunate to have one in person
meeting outdoors at Freedom House. Freedom House provides housing, legal support, English as a
Second Language (ESL) and other resources for people who come to this country seeking asylum.
Currently there are still many people waiting south of the U.S. border waiting to apply for asylum.
People who have credible fear that they may be harmed or persecuted “may apply for asylum” as
permitted in the U.S. Immigration & Nationality Act (Section 208).
The team has been attentive to immigration issues and policy discussion, participating frequently in
electronic advocacy. Included in this are advocating to lift pandemic related asylum restrictions and to
advocate for increasing numbers of refugees coming into the U.S. The number of refugees in the world
continues to increase. Increasing numbers of congregations are working to support refugee families who
come into our area.
We will continue to reach out to congregations that seek to become part of the Accompanying Migrant
Minors with Protections, Advocacy, Resources and Opportunities (AMMPARO). The team has identified
specific needs of Black migrants who do not receive needed attention and resources.
Through the Guardian Angels program accompaniment visits will be made to the Detroit Immigration
Court when migrant minors stand before the immigration judge. When possible, Guardian Angels
provide lists of attorneys who offer no or low-cost immigration services to support minors and their
families. How that the courts are becoming open to visitors, we will resume the program this summer.
Opportunities to offer English as a Second Language (ESL), Citizenship Class and Immigration Legal
Clinics in congregations are being explore. We will be reaching out congregations where there is evident
need for these services.
If you would like to work with the immigration team, find resources or have a speaker in your
congregation, contact Jack Eggleston at jackeggleston80@gmail.com or 734.346.6517.
Respectfully submitted,
The Immigration Team

